
USS DELPHYNE 9810.05

Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><>RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><

CEOMadred:
::walks through Main Engineering noticeing everyone is not quite as at ease as they were the other day ..... nods inwardly, they read the memo::

CMORevvik:
::in Sickbay::

OPS_Lynam:
::On bridge at station::

CEOMadred:
::sees the EO standing at the repeater station in the CEO's outer office, nods::

CSO_Ryan:
::annalyzing computer data on the moon::

XO_Grant:
::enters the bridge, sits in XO chair::

CTO_Nash:
::sits at Tactical::

CO_Kemet:
:: on the bridge finishing reviewing reports ::

FCO_Wall:
::at FC on bridge::

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Are we ready to return?

EO_Lefler:
::runs diagnostics on Inertial Dampners hoping its a smoother ride this time::

CEOMadred:
::moves up next to the EO and hands him a PADD:: EO: Here you go ....... I expect you to run this Red Alert drill quickly and efficently ......

CTO_Nash:
::scans the planets defensife system::

XO_Grant:
OPS:Here is what I have retrieved from current research on LLLath comm behavior


CEOMadred:
*XO*: Please note, we will be running a Red Alert drill that will be confined to Main Engineering in a few moments ..........

EO_Lefler:
CEO: On the double sir.

XO_Grant:
CO: We are waiting for Engineering

OPS_Lynam:
XO:Thank you, I'll compare it to what I have found out from the sensor information.

FCO_Wall:
CO: FC ready...

EO_Lefler:
::walks to main engineering display and prepares drill::

CSO_Ryan:
CO:sir when are we heading back to the tomorous system i need to know so i can prepare some probes

CO_Kemet:
CSO:  Very shortly.

XO_Grant:
::sends current research on LLLath defense ruins and electrical power station ruins to CSO::

CEOMadred:
EO: I have to be getting to the bridge .... if you need me do not hesistate to call ........

CSO_Ryan:
CO:ok i will begin preperations

CEOMadred:
Computer: Begin Red Alert drill .... Madred Pi - 1- 1 -4.

XO_Grant:
CO: I am sharing most current research with OPS and CSO

CSO_Ryan:
::goes to tubo lift::

CEOMadred:
<Computer> Acknowledged

CSO_Ryan:
Computer: Torpedo control

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Good.  Maybe this time we won't get shot at.  :: feeling slightly bitter about not firing back ::

EO_Lefler:
::Taps in Drill Status:: *Engineering* Attention Engineering personel. We are at Red Alert Drill Mode. All hands to battle station!! I reapeat Red Alert Drill in progress

CMORevvik:
::gathering equipment::

CEOMadred:
::checks the item in his hand  ....... starts his antique sto watch::  EO: Good luck ..... and remember, I am watching.  ::steps out of ME and heads for the nearest TL::

CO_Kemet:
:: notes Mr. Psion entering the bridge ::

EO_Lefler:
Raizing shields and priming weapons. Sensors at full power. Deflector to Defensive configuration. Secondary Deflector in standby

OPS_Lynam:
::Feeds data intocomputer and begins comparison::

CEOMadred:
XO: We are conducting a Red Alert drill in Main Engineering .... all systems are fine.  You may proceed when ready.  This drill is being confined to Main Engineering.

CMORevvik:
::sets up the testing equiipment on a long table::

CSO_Ryan:
::enters torpedo control heads for probe storage::

CEOMadred:
<*XO*:>

EO_Lefler:
<Traidrer>: Internal sensors online. Isolation fields around engineering and Main Computer Core Up.

XO_Grant:
*CEO*: acknowledged

CEOMadred:
::steps into TL:: TL: Bridge .....

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> EO: Warp core is standing by ... all levels normal

CMORevvik:
::where to begin?::

XO_Grant:
co: ENG is having a drill but otherwise ready for departure

EO_Lefler:
Inertial Dampners at full power. All systems report battle ready!

Sci_Psion:
::in Holodeck, examining last scenario::

CO_Kemet:
XO: Aye

CEOMadred:
::the TL opens up its doors on bridge, Madred steps out::

CO_Kemet:
FCO:  Let's get moving.

FCO_Wall:
CO: aye sir

CEOMadred:
::glances around the bridge ..... geez, everybody is here .... moves to his station::

XO_Grant:
CO: If we can uncover any challenge signal from moon or asteroid we can try to  respond with two signal generators

FCO_Wall:
::resumes a course back::

EO_Lefler:
Impulse engines running hot and steady

CEOMadred:
*ENG*: Transfer control to main engineering ::watches the console light up::

XO_Grant:
CO: one source from ship, one source from a shuttle or runabout

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Work on it.  Figure it out fast.

Sci_Psion:
@::CSO/CTO/CO:: I have some suggestions I would like to present to you sirs.

OPS_Lynam:
CSO: My investigation shows the weapon used to attack us was some sort of Trans-interphasic energy burst.  Let's see if we can develope a defense.

CEOMadred:
<Yang> ::enters the encryption sequence for the  main computer ... ain't nobody getting in there::

CSO_Ryan:
::begins modifing 3 class II probes::

CO_Kemet:
SCI:  continue.

EO_Lefler:
All systems checked and double checked. Good job Engineering Team. Nicely Done

CO_Kemet:
FCO:  ETA?

CEOMadred:
<Yang> EO: Computer core is stable ........

FCO_Wall:
CO: 1/4 impulse and steady back toward coordinates....eta 3 mins

CSO_Ryan:
*Psion*:Im in torpedo control modifiing some class II probes to use as our sensors you can come and join me there

EO_Lefler:
*CEO*: ME Drill complete sir

Sci_Psion:
CO: The weapon was plasma based...if we target a magnetic pulse at it, we may have a chance at either deflecting it or dispersing it.


CO_Kemet:
SCI: Set it up with tac.  In case it gets through, see if you can do anything with our shields.

CEOMadred:
::clicks the antique stopwatch off:: *EO*: Understood ..... we will go over the recorded date later.  Now, prepare ME for the mission at hand .........

CMORevvik:
::looks sticks a vile of green goo into the sonic scope::

CO_Kemet:
ALL:  ETA 3 min's people.  Look sharp.

Sci_Psion:
CO: In addition I would like to use a remote shuttle to set up mangnetic field that may also have a polarization effect on the plasma particles and redirect the weapon.

EO_Lefler:
*CEO*:Understood.

CEOMadred:
::moves to the where he can overlook the command deck and the view screen, stands next to Nash::

CSO_Ryan:
::heads to tubo lift::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: all seems quiet as they approach the coordinates

CSO_Ryan:
Computer:bridge

CSO_Ryan:
::enters bridge::

CO_Kemet:
SCI:  Work on the first plan first.  Then we'lls ee.

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> ::sits back as Main Engineering goes into standby mode::

CO_Kemet:
see

EO_Lefler:
ENG: Ok Team. Drills over. Nicely done. Bring al systems back to Yellow alert status

CEOMadred:
<Yang> ::nods to Lefler::

CSO_Ryan:
CO:i have 3 class 2 probes that we can launch and then power down our sensors

CMORevvik:
::rubs the stress out of his eyes::

FCO_Wall:
CO: i was thinking  that weapon had to use something to home in on us, that would explain it matching every move

OPS_Lynam:
SCI: Since the weapon is trans-phasic it can go right through our shields.  Maybe we can phase shift the shields, or modulate them.

CO_Kemet:
:: noting no response from our approach :: XO:  Have you come up with a comm strategy yet?

CMORevvik:
<computer>scan com

Sci_Psion:
CTO: I'm sending any anomalous magnetic reading to your station.  Target the pulse on those readings.

EO_Lefler:
::stops drill program. Grins widely and nods back at Yang.::

CO_Kemet:
FCO:  I know but what?

CEOMadred:
XO: ::whispers:: Sir, the drill in Main Engineering has been completed ..... looks like the team did a good job.  I will prepare a report for you with the specifics later.  ::glances at view screen and straightens his long Terran frame::

XO_Grant:
CO: not yet

XO_Grant:
CEO: yes good job

CMORevvik:
<computer> scan complete,

CEOMadred:
::turns to Nash ...... :: CTO: So, what do you think of these fireballs ...... the CO wanted us to work together on them.

XO_Grant:
::still mulls over comm reports and sensor summaries::

CMORevvik:
Comp:  computer,  tell me the radiation level in vile 3.

CTO_Nash:
CEO:Well im not Quite sure at the moment

CEOMadred:
::waits for a response from the CTO::

XO_Grant:
::notices some repeated patterns in research::

CSO_Ryan:
CO:sir we should launch one of my probes to the moon so we will not risk using our own sensors

CEOMadred:
::frowns slightly:: CTO: Well, what are your impressions ....... I have been thinking possible plasma based.

CO_Kemet:
CSO:  Make it so, but make sure it's not threatening.  CTO will handle the launch.

CTO_Nash:
CEO:well thay are plasma

CEOMadred:
CTO: On the other hand ..... it could be a completely autonimous system .... fire and forget and all.

CSO_Ryan:
CO:aye sir

CSO_Ryan:
CTO:anytime

CEOMadred:
::sees they have reached the coordiantes ...... all quiet .... hmmmm::

EO_Lefler:
Traidrer: Ok Traidrer. I want to go over the sensor readings from our last confrontation. See if we can't modify the Inertial Dampners to compensate. Cut down on the hull stress

Sci_Psion:
CSO: I believe if we target the moon facility's shield with our transporter we may have a chance at disrupting it if we modulate the Heisenberg compensators.

CSO_Ryan:
::powers down external sensors ::

CMORevvik:
<computer> radiation levels in vile 3 are at 10 rads and falling

CO_Kemet:
FCO:  Do you have a warp escape laid in?

CMORevvik:
::well that didn't work::

FCO_Wall:
CO: yes sir

CSO_Ryan:
Psion:interesting but i dont think we want to be beaming down just yet

OPS_Lynam:
::Continues working on signal::

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer> EO: Aye sir ... have the report right here.  ::stands and moves to the CEO's outter office and sets the PADD on a repeater panel ..... downloads into the computer so they can both watch the readouts::

XO_Grant:
::notices some symbols that some researchers believe are Chebyshev polynomials::

CEOMadred:
::sees the CTO is busy with his torpedos and probes and zips his lips::

CMORevvik:
*CEO* Jafo, did the 'thing' that hit us leave any traces behind?

CO_Kemet:
:: walks over to where Grant is and begins watching ::

CTO_Nash:
::Lonches Probe::

CMORevvik:
::pulls out vile number 3::

Sci_Psion:
::leaves Holodeck::

CSO_Ryan:
::links up to probe reciveing only::

CEOMadred:
*CMO*: Aside from a nasty burn mark on the hull ..... I have seen no sign of any significant damge, Rev.

EO_Lefler:
Traidrer: If we change the deflector shields to the same frequency as the plasma distortion wave we can cut down on the shaking a bit

Sci_Psion:
::walks to turbolift::

Sci_Psion:
::enters bridge::

CO_Kemet:
:: eyes moon on view screen ::

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer> EO: Perhaps ....... Jackson: Come over here and join us.  You are the expert on deflectors ..... ::nods to the EO::

Sci_Psion:
::stands at sci station 2::

CSO_Ryan:
::begins recieving data::

FCO_Wall:
::looks at moon on screen::

CMORevvik:
*CEO* did it leave any residue or unusual sensor rreadings when it hit the ship?

CEOMadred:
::stands overlooking command deck and watches the moon on the view screen ..... turns and goes back to engineering console ..... too quiet::

CMORevvik:
::looks at computer screen::

XO_Grant:
OPS: here is some new info, maybe LLLath like to use CHebyshev polynomials in their Formal documents and comm

Sci_Psion:
CSO: Setting internal sensors to pick up any anomalous CO2 fluctuations on the ship::

CEOMadred:
*CMO*: No indications at this time of any foreign matter ..... not much to talk about really .... just an ugly smear::

CSO_Ryan:
CO:sir it appears there is a series of underground tunnels all leading to the center

EO_Lefler:
Traidrer & Jackson: Well one good thing about being hit is that the plasma ball was close enough for detailed sensor analysis

OPS_Lynam:
XO: Got it, I'll add it to the mix/

CSO_Ryan:
CO:and at the center there is a strong electromagnetic feild

CMORevvik:
::hmm, strange::

CO_Kemet:
CSO:  Is there a  path for an away team to take?

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> ::gets up and grudgingly goes to where the other two are standing:: EO: Oh, our last encounter with the fireball?

OPS_Lynam:
::Wonders who the hell the LLLath are::

CMORevvik:
Comp: computer, what is the radiation levels in the remaining viles?


CEOMadred:
<Jackson> EO: Yeah ..... but that analysis only turned up normal vapor trails and som hydrogen traces......


FCO_Wall:
::monitors and prepare to use tactical manuevers::

DEFIANT22 has been made a spectator

CSO_Ryan:
CO:yes but the astroid is composed of a derilium iron compound and we will have to get close to it within 500000K to beam down i sugest we use a shuttle

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer> Jackson/EO: But couldn't hydrogen traces be the result of some kind of propellant?  ::likes this working together stuff::

CO_Kemet:
:: thinks about what the CSO has suggested ::

CMORevvik:
<computer> CMO: scan complete, radiation levels in vile #1 are at 17Rads, vile #2 45Rads, vile #4 25Rads, and vile #5 120Rads

CEOMadred:
::examines the repeater date on his console and turns to watch view screen ..... something is not right::

CO_Kemet:
CSO:  If we can communicate and lower their shields, then we will go with that option.

EO_Lefler:
Traidrer/Jackson: If we could just find out what kind of delivery system is being used

CO_Kemet:
:: sees the CEO thinking :: CEO:  What do you have?

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer> EO: Well ...... solid propellant .... that would suggest a physical launch.  Like a missile.

CSO_Ryan:
CO:ok i sugest caution with what happend last time it could fire on us if we open a signal we could try the probe first

CMORevvik:
Comp: display vile #5

XO_Grant:
OPS: try integrating the Polynomial in two dimensions that might reveal any messages

CEOMadred:
CO: Nothing, sir ...... just do not like this.  Everything is too quiet.  And I am not reading any activity out there ..... I mean no activity.

FCO_Wall:
CO: a shuttle wouldnt be able to withstand one hit if attack by one of those fireballs, it will be very dangerous

CEOMadred:
CO: Normally I would be picking up normal planetary shift and rotation ..... I am getting none of that.

EO_Lefler:
Traidrer: Possibly. But what kind of a missle could almost out manuever the Delphyne

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  Standfast, we've got orders.

CMORevvik:
::looks up at screen::

OPS_Lynam:
XO: Aye sir.  I have the messages broken out but I am still trying to put them together.

OPS_Lynam:
::Works HARD on warning message::

CMORevvik:
::notices that vile #5 had similar componets to a plasma torpedo::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Sir, one of the messages is an old warning signal.  I suggest we hold position till I get it decoded.

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> EO: None that I know of ....... these reading off the deflector system remind me of something I read about once.  What if it was being shot out a tube .... a large plasma ball.  With a solid propellant as the primer?

XO_Grant:
CO: In case we need one , I suggest we prepare a shuttle suitably hardened against the fireball

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Make it so.

CO_Kemet:
OPS:  ETA on decoding?

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: suddenly the signals begin  again.............seemingly in the same pattern ......if stuck in aloop

CEOMadred:
::nods at the CO, of course he has order, what did the CO think ..... he was gonna go running for mommie::

FCO_Wall:
::continues to monitor nav sensors and FC intently::

CEOMadred:
XO: We already have two up and prepped ...... automatically, sir.

XO_Grant:
FCO: assign a pilot to next shuttle on duty list please

Sci_Psion:
::scanning signal::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the warning begins to appear in readable form..........

CEOMadred:
::sees a power spike from the signal and turns back to his monitor::

XO_Grant:
CEO: is one hardened against fireball?

FCO_Wall:
XO: aye

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Warning coming thru now sir, on speaker.

CO_Kemet:
:: listening ::

CSO_Ryan:
XO:sir i am a qualified level 5 combat pilot and i volintear for this mission

CEOMadred:
XO: Do we have a way of doing that now ....... ?

CEOMadred:
::listens intently::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the message begins.......

XO_Grant:
CSO: excellent, lets hear the message first

AGMDave:
_AWAY Out looking for Cadets to kill and ships to destroy._

CEOMadred:
::enters some quick commands so this will be piped down to ME also::

Nicke_AGM:
TO ALL THAT ENTER THIS SPACE..........BEWAR OF....:::static, static::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the message repeats........


CEOMadred:
<Jackson> EO: Or a canon ....... ::hears the message in ME and stops to listen::

CSO_Ryan:
::hmm beware of what::

XO_Grant:
CO: That sounds like a warning against a very real threat sir

OPS_Lynam:
CO: ::says dryly:: Well that clears it up sir.

CEOMadred:
CO: A threat which will get every other ship that enters this area if we do not do something about it ::glances down at command deck ...... realizes he just went to far::

CO_Kemet:
:: about to make an executive decision :: XO:  no shuttle, our shields are stronger we can escape.  Can we answer the LLLath message?

Nicke_AGM:
BEWARE OF SIGNAL EMITATING FROM MOON.....SWITCH YOUR SENSOR READERS TO ..........::more static::

CMORevvik:
::this could be some type of advanced plasma torpedo::

XO_Grant:
CO: still working on it

CSO_Ryan:
::hmm could be could be navigational sensors only::

Nicke_AGM:
BEWARE OF SIGNAL.............STATIC FIRE BALLS........ENERGY.........................

CO_Kemet:
:: hears new message :: Secure all sensors til we get teh rest of that message.

CEOMadred:
::glances at OPS wondering if that could be cleaned up anymore, moves back to Engineering station to see if he can get some more power to coms::

CSO_Ryan:
CO:aye sir

XO_Grant:
OPS: good work on getting us even that

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: other messages begin to be deciphered..........

CEOMadred:
::hears the XO and cringes::  OPS: Gonna see if I can shut some more power your way .......

OPS_Lynam:
::Thinks:: It wasn't worth staying up all night:: Thank you sir.

CEOMadred:
<shunt>

OPS_Lynam:
CEO: Thanks chief, give me another 20% if you can.

FCO_Wall:
::continues watching and monitors intently::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: .........federation codes............help..........we are being attacked and pulled toward the third planet..,..energy bursts eminating from the mooon and second planet.............we are ::::::static:: avoid atmosphere......

EO_Lefler:
Traidrer/Jackson: Ok Boys Looks likes it goin got get rough again

OPS_Lynam:
::Typing furiously::

Nicke_AGM:
<Federation signal> avoid sending back signals.....

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> EO: Like I was saying, this is like none that I know of ....... these reading off the deflector system remind me of something I read about once.  What if it was being shot out a tube .... a large plasma ball.  With a solid propellant as the primer?

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION:< other signal> STAY AWAY!!! YOU ARE NOT WELCOME HERE

CSO_Ryan:
::hmm wonders why it hasnt attacked the probe::

CMORevvik:
*CEO* I need you to have a look at something

OPS_Lynam:
::Thinks Whoa!::

CO_Kemet:
:: has heard what he thinks is enough :: XO:  Let's go in.  Make sure we don't send out ANY emissions.

CEOMadred:
*CMO*: Understodd, Rev, send it to my eng station on the bridge.

FCO_Wall:
::thinks this is not good::

XO_Grant:
CO: I recommend caution in sending the ship near any planet or moon. However we could rig some probes to transmit signals like ship to trip any more traps

CEOMadred:
::enters the proper commands for radio silence on his console::

CMORevvik:
*CEO* acknowledged

CO_Kemet:
:: wonders if he's endangering the crew ::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Uh captain, this might be a first contact situation.

CEOMadred:
CO/XO: Taking coms off line, sir.

EO_Lefler:
Jackson" Sounds alot like the delivery system used by the ancient Iconians to launch there probes

CMORevvik:
::taps buttons and waits as the data is sent to the bridge::

CO_Kemet:
XO:  No signals.  According to our data and the messages, that's what set it off.  We need to get within visual scanning range.

OPS_Lynam:
CO:  That last message was in LLLAth sir.

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> ::looks at the EO in surprise:: EO: Interesting idea ....... sorta like shooting a balloon out a canon.

CO_Kemet:
OPS: Got it.

EO_Lefler:
Jackson

XO_Grant:
CO: Do you want us to go to moon , 2nd planet , 3rd planet, or asteroid

XO_Grant:
CO:?

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Let's check the moon first.

CEOMadred:
::turns and leans against his console watching the activity on the bridge::

XO_Grant:
CO: very well sir

EO_Lefler:
Jackson: That still doesn't explain how the fire balls managed to track the Delphyne

CEOMadred:
::hears a bleep from his console and turns to see the CMO's research coming in, scanning it:: Self:: Interesting .......

OPS_Lynam:
::Thinks "I got a bad feeling about this"::

XO_Grant:
FCO: setus up to drift toward the moon once just outside of fireball range

XO_Grant:
FCO: Use Combat drift manuever

FCO_Wall:
XO: aye ::taps console entere combat mode::

CO_Kemet:
:: second guessing self, but feeling right ::

CEOMadred:
<Traidred> EO: If it were an autonimous tracking system ..... like a photon torpedo it would ::nods to the other to Eng's::

CSO_Ryan:
::watchs to make sure all sensors except navagationals are offline::

FCO_Wall:
XO: eta 2 min

XO_Grant:
CO: The drift mode should allow us to get close maybe closer than defense system sensors

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Good.  Let's see if we can.

CMORevvik:
::rubs eyes::

CO_Kemet:
:: sits back in seat, heart beating quickly ::

EO_Lefler:
Traidrer: Possibly. And such devices can alomost always be blocked. Unfortunetly we don't know what the ball is tracking. It could be anything from plasma wake to light pulses

CEOMadred:
::stares at the date streaming in from the CMO ...... a type of plasma torpedo ... only very advanced::

CEOMadred:
<data>

XO_Grant:
CO: I recommend a polar orbit about the moon to avoid being an easy target

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Ok, what about getting an away team in?

FCO_Wall:
CO: approaching moon

CEOMadred:
::nods inwardly overhearing the XO::

CO_Kemet:
FCO:  Polar orbit :: turning back to the XO ::

FCO_Wall:
CO: aye

CEOMadred:
::wonders how the crew is coming in engineering ..... wonders if they are woking on the Plasma weapon that was fired at them::

CO_Kemet:
CTO:  Shield status :: feeling slightly paranoid ::

XO_Grant:
CO: Hmmm, We could try transporter but that might trigger a response

CMORevvik:
<computer> CMO: data has been recieved by the Chief Engineer

FCO_Wall:
::entering polor orbit, is tense::


CMORevvik:
::good, good::

CEOMadred:
<Traidred> EO: What do you think, sir?  ::waits for an answer::

CTO_Nash:
co:shields are at 98% and holding

OPS_Lynam:
Continues working on signals::

XO_Grant:
CO: we could try EV suits , and rappel from ship to moon it isn't very big

FCO_Wall:
CO: polor orbit sir

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Okay, if we make it that far, then a shuttle may work if we can get through their shields.  What about the shuttle shield modulation?

CO_Kemet:
FCO:  Good.  Keep us ready to move.

EO_Lefler:
*CSO* Enginering to Ryan. We could use any info on the plasma ball you guys have up there

CSO_Ryan:
EO:ackknowledged

CSO_Ryan:
::begins to compute date

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: a small energy reading is picked up by sensors

XO_Grant:
CO: shuttle might work , we should modify its shields to use Chebyshev polynomials like LLLath signals

CEOMadred:
<Traidred> ::nods at EO::

FCO_Wall:
CO: you bet sir ::monitors::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: it could be the begining of another burst

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> ::nods at EO::

CSO_Ryan:
EO:They are composed of plasma and electromagnetic radiation all plasma based though

Sci_Psion:
CTO: Picking up anomalous readings.

OPS_Lynam:
Self: Uh oh.

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Okay, but I want only passive sensors.

CMORevvik:
::taps button to send a text message to the CEO.....it reads......well, what do you thind?::

FCO_Wall:
::looks up at screen and then back down to console::

EO_Lefler:
CSO: Thanks Ryan

CEOMadred:
::sees real time message coming in from the Doc, types back .... looks good, I just want the chance to correlate it with the Engineering dept and see what they think::

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Prepare an away team.  If we can get a shuttle through the moon's shielding, I want to do it.

XO_Grant:
CO: Yes sir

XO_Grant:
CSO: are you still game to go?

Sci_Psion:
CSO: I volunteer for the away mission.

CEOMadred:
::prepares to shunt all his data on the torpedo ........ that he got from the CMO down to ME ... hopes the EO is working on the problem too::

CMORevvik:
::sees the text appearing on the screen....Jafo, can you colaberate through text messgaing?::

CSO_Ryan:
XO:why not i love a challenge

XO_Grant:
CTO: MR. Nash I need a tactical officer for this mission

CTO_Nash:
XO:aye sir

CSO_Ryan:
SCI: No i want you to stay here and moniter the sensor readings see if you can figure anythingelse out

EO_Lefler:
::Recieves Plasma Torpedoe data from Chief on bridge:: Types back - Revived Chief

CEOMadred:
::turns reply back to the CMO ..... doing it now.::

Sci_Psion:
CSO: Yes sir.

XO_Grant:
CEO: We might need an engineer in case we have reverse  engineer anything we find please assign one to this mission how about Ens Leffler?

CMORevvik:
::sees the new message coming in and wishes the comms work,.......jafo let me know when you have a solution::

CEOMadred:
::nods to XO ..... :: XO: Aye sir ......

EO_Lefler:
ok Traidrer and Jackson: We have new info on Plasma Torpedoe from the bridge

CO_Kemet:
XO:  The team ready?

CMORevvik:
::I think I found the solution.  Joy::

XO_Grant:
CO: I am leaving for the shuttle bay now

CSO_Ryan:
::follows the XO::

XO_Grant:
*EO Leffler* meet me in shuttlebay one

CTO_Nash:
::follows the xo::

Sci_Psion:
::takes CSO's place at science station::

EO_Lefler:
*XO* On my way sir.

CEOMadred:
CO: Heading down the ME .... need to brief the Ensign quickly.

CO_Kemet:
:: meant to with the team goodluck ::

XO_Grant:
::gestures to CSO to join him::

CSO_Ryan:
::walks with others::

EO_Lefler:
Traidrer: You have Enineering. Keep workong on that Plasma Torpedoe.

XO_Grant:
::enters TL, waits for other two to join him::

CEOMadred:
XO: You will need to get Lefler on the way ..... what with the com channels being off and all.

CTO_Nash:
Enters TL::

XO_Grant:
::nods to CEO::

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer> EO: Ummm, yes sir.  ::glances at EO::

CO_Kemet:
:: wishes he could be on the AT mission ::

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> EO: Sir, I am the ranking Petty Officer in Main Engineering right now .......

XO_Grant:
::manually sends TL to eng to grab Leffler::

CEOMadred:
::sees the look on Kem's face ......... me too::

CEOMadred:
::turns back to his console::

CO_Kemet:
:: notes Madred's look, nods to him ::

EO_Lefler:
Jackson: Sorry I forgot the rank. Still getting used toit. You have the floor

OPS_Lynam:
::Perfectly happy where he is::

XO_Grant:
:: waves to EO , to jon him ::

EO_Lefler:
XO: Right behind you sir

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> EO: No proble, Sir.  ::growls slightly under his breath::  EO: Have a good trip ........

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> ::watches the EO leave and turns spitting on the floor::

XO_Grant:
AT: lets go to shuttlebay one

EO_Lefler:
::follows XO out::

XO_Grant:
CSO: can moon support life or do we need breathing masks?

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer> ::looks at Jackson and thinks, now not a good time.  Turns and heads for his duty station::

CTO_Nash:
::follows XO out

CSO_Ryan:
XO:the moon has low class m readings we will need masks

FCO_Wall:
::thinks I wish I would be piloting that shuttle, its a dangerous mission::

XO_Grant:
AT: take breather masks , weapons, and Mr. Leffler take some extra tools

XO_Grant:
::walks briskly to shuttlebay::

EO_Lefler:
::Grabs field tool kit from wall of shuttle bay::

CSO_Ryan:
::grabs breather and a type I and II phasers::

XO_Grant:
::enters shuttlebay::

CSO_Ryan:
::thinks never can be too careful

CEOMadred:
::glances around the bridge looking to see who is left ...... ::

CO_Kemet:
:: needs to keep busy, starts reviewing previous sensor data.

CTO_Nash:
::gets out a mask and a phasor type ll::

XO_Grant:
EO: Make sure the shuttle has those new pattern enhancers we might need them

CSO_Ryan:
::puts mask on and tests it::

XO_Grant:
:: heads to shiny new MK  4 shuttle::

CEOMadred:
::moves so he can look down on the command deck and sees Kem'et sitting in the "big chair":: CO: I did have the engineering department working on the solution for our fireball problems ..... the CMO was good enough to share some date.  I believe we should know more shortly

CTO_Nash:
::puts on mask and tests it

EO_Lefler:
XO: Aye sir. ::begins loading the tripods into the shuttle storage compartment::

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  Good job.  :: looks back to console ::

XO_Grant:
CSO: you might have to use thrusters to get us down there

CTO_Nash:
::grabs a type l and ll phasor::

EO_Lefler:
XO: Ready for departure on this end sir

CEOMadred:
::glances up at view screen and hopes his EO makes it back in one piece::

XO_Grant:
::enters shuttle::

CSO_Ryan:
XO:ya

XO_Grant:
AT: all aboard

CTO_Nash:
XO:aye sir

XO_Grant:
::sits down::

CTO_Nash:
::get on the shuttle::

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  See if you can come up with someway to track the AT's progress with Visual scanning.

CEOMadred:
::moves back to his console, thinking about the EO ..... this could be a very dangerous mission .... look at him, the motherly CEO, chuckles at that thought::

EO_Lefler:
::staps into shuttle seat::

CMORevvik:
::looks at the vile as it is starting to melt the glass that is containing the green goo inside::

CEOMadred:
::nods:: CO: AYe sir .......

XO_Grant:
CSO: close the hatches

CSO_Ryan:
::sits in chair and prepares launch

CTO_Nash:
sits down in shuttle seat::

CSO_Ryan:
::closes hatch::

CSO_Ryan:
XO:hatch closed

CEOMadred:
CO: Should be a snap ....... ::is glad to have something to do again, keep his mind off it::

CMORevvik:
::picks up tricorder and scans it, Radiation is at an extreemly high amount right at the surface of the tube::

FCO_Wall:
::thinks about Tellico and that mission weeks ago, in tense::

XO_Grant:
*BRIDGE*: we are ready to depart, please slowly open the bay doors

CSO_Ryan:
::brings back training memories::

CO_Kemet:
FCO:  When the team is ready, open the SB doors.

OPS_Lynam:
::Monitors shuttle and comm::

EO_Lefler:
consentrates on AT training::

FCO_Wall:
CO: aye

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the SB door open and the shuttle slowly emerges..............

XO_Grant:
CSO: fire up your thrusters slowly


CMORevvik:
::sends a message to the CEO.......The Radiation in the vile is at extreemly high amounts!::

Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><>><><><><><><><><><><><><><><PAUSE MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><
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